LEOPARD syndrome (PTPN11, T468M) in three boys fulfilling neurofibromatosis type 1 clinical criteria.
Noonan syndrome (NS) and neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) are well-defined entities. The association of both disorders is called neurofibromatosis-Noonan syndrome (NFNS), a disorder that has been related to mutations in the NF1 gene. Both NS and NFNS display phenotypic overlapping with LEOPARD syndrome (LS), and differential diagnosis between these two entities often represents a challenge for clinicians. We report on three patients (two brothers and a not-related patient) diagnosed as having NFNS. They fulfilled NF1 diagnostic criteria and had some features of NS. The three of them had hypertophic cardiomyopathy while neurofibromas, Lisch nodules, and unidentified bright objects on MRI were absent. PTPN11 gene assays revealed a T468M mutation, typical of LS. Thorough clinical examinations of the patients revealed multiple lentigines, which were considered to be freckling in the initial evaluation. We conclude that NF1 clinical criteria should be used with caution in patients with features of NS. Patients with hyperpigmented cutaneous spots associated with cardiac anomalies, even if fulfilling the minimal NF1 criteria for diagnosis, should be strongly considered for LS diagnosis.